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Subject: one more thing...

Body:

Talked to Kris W. yet again; she's talked to Mike G.; Mike says he'd be happy to talk to Roman Buhler of the 

House Oversight Committee about any letter we might send asking permission to take the Security Classified 

Files duplicates over to the FBI. He would want to have a copy and/or draft of the letter before making such a 

call. I don't know how much more palatable that commitment makes this option, but perhaps we should 

decide how we would like to proceed and get going on whatever option we choose.My understanding of the 3 

options open to us are:1) send a letter to House Oversight asking permission for Kevin to take the documents 

over to the FBI (and bring them back each day, never relinquishing custody)... downside: what if the 

Committee says 'no' or, still worse, takes six months to get back to us.2) step up our lobbying on the FBI to get 

their people over here to clear these duplicates... downside: FBI may not appreciate this, and we may not 

want to use up limited capital in this effort; moreover, it may take a while to get them to accede to our 

request.3) copy the roughly 200 documents and take the copies over to the FBI... downside: besides the labor 

and dead trees (I would be happy to take responsibility for the actual photocopying if it comes to this option), 

my understanding is that even if the FBI cleared the copies, they would still insist on stamping the originals 

here (original copies, more precisely) before we could process and clear them; thus, we're back to the task of 

trying to get them over here.Phil and Jeremy, Kevin and I need direction on this, at your mutual convenience.
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